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BEWARE OF THE SALAFI FRAUDS IN YOUR MIDST

AN APA’S WARNING

“Assalaamualaikum - The Ormonde Muslim Association has a weekly Taleem class for ladies
where various basics are thought. The Apa that runs the Madrassah has sent out a warning
regarding a certain 'ghusal and kafan class' advertised on the radio stations. The information
below is from the Ladies Madrassah chat group.

I have also heard that Mufti Afzal Elais Saheb had already sent out a warning against this 'ghus
al and kafan'
group.

From Apa S. Apa S--------- advises the ladies

Here are some messages posted on our madz group.

“Recently, there have been community adverts on some radio stations advertising Ghusl and
Kafan classes for females. A lady attending one of these classes has sent out a message
regarding these classes, which she attended.

We need to become aware of what is taking place around us, and guiding our communities
accordingly. We also need to find the vacuums within ourselves and start filling them up before
deviant scholars do. That is their method currently, using innocent topics and subjects to trap
our communities, especially the ladyfolk.”

Here is her account that was sent to other ladies:
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Dear ladies

While some info regarding the infiltration of our community by deviant groups has been distorted
in some way, I have received a confirmed testimony from an attendee to one of these
gatherings that verifies, that there are individuals with some sinister motives trying to hoodwink
the women of our society! (These are the Salafis masquerading as Hanafis such as Menk,
Al-Kauthar characters, Molvi Moo’az and Molvi Mas’ood of Benoni/Lakefield, and others of their
ilk – The Majlis)

This is what the sister said:

"I was not pre-informed and attended one of her ghusl classes. She throws in advices in
between & after the lesson. These advices are centered around ghair muqallid (one who doesnt
follow a mazhab) ideologies.

At first she presents general advices which all Muslims agree with...about not adding or
subtracting anything from the Deen and following the Sunnah and refraining from bid'ah
(innovation).

She tries to win the women over and confuses them by professing her reverence and deep love
for the 4 Imams...Imam Abu Hanifa, Imam Ash Shafiee, Imam Malik & Imam Hambal. She then
mentions that they are human and can make mistakes.

Then, since most of the crowd is Hanafi she attacks Imam Abu Hanifa in a sly way.

She makes his verdicts look as though its in opposition to the words of Rasulullah sallallahu
alayhi wa sallam.
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Wallahi, even if you have studied at a Madrasah u probably won’t have an answer.

However Madrasah students know that ahaadith cannot always be understood literally, but the
common woman doesnt know this and is left confused and 'defeated'.

She speaks very eloquently and when you ask a question she does not agree with, she resorts
to a mocking attitude, so you are left feeling foolish about wat u believe!

Please stay away from ANYONE you dont know as being genuinely reliable and please
ask reputable Ulama before attending ANY programme or reading any literature or
listening to ANY radio programmes.

You are being attacked!! You need to put on your armour of knowledge and stay within the
ranks of the pious for victory! Allah protect us!"

This is from a first hand witness!

Seek advise from those who have the noor of knowledge in their hearts, whose behaviour and
demeanour remind you of that pious and beautiful Nabi, Muhammad sallallahu alayhi wa salam!
Knowledge is power, so empower yourself before any and every undertaking!! May Allah ta ala
be our guide on every journey in ur life!!

******From this other lady

.........Finally explain to people who have been drawn into the Salafee argument that their
argument falls completely apart very quickly. Seriously. They talk about using your brain and
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deciding for yourself but as soon as you become Salafee they immediately tell you that you
must only follow a handful of scholars from Saudi Arabia. You are not allowed to question them
and you have to become what they warn against - a blind follower!

They had me for about a week back in 2011 and as soon as I saw all the talk about using your
brain was bakwaas (drivel/rubbish) I left them.

Oh and please know we Malikis read with our arms down. I get upset when traveling to Durban
and stopping halfway to read and being accused of being Shia. Shia also read with their arms
down but they also have a stone or piece of wood etc they rest their forehead against in sajada.
Just FYI...

From a student

Worse than a kaafir are these people who pretend to be followers of deen but mislead the
ummah. May Allah expose these people and give them and us hidaayat and guide all on
siraatal mustaqeem.

Another sister comments....

But Apa shouldnt we also consider sorting the problem out at its roots? I mean shouldnt the
Islamic Radio Moulanas screen the people they allowing to advertise. They must check that
what is being advertised is actuly truly Islamic and not going to lead us to false people. We wont
know how to judge who is on haq or not, we are innocent people looking to learn deen. We trust
the radio people who allow these adverts so we think it is okay because it was advertised on a
reliable Islamic radio station. I realy think the radio stations have a big part to play in this, they
shouldn’t be so reckless and just allow any adverts. They are Islamic and the purpose of the
radio station is to invite to a pure deen so why allow these false people to advertise. This is not
a cake sale they advertising, they are playing with our Imaan.

BEWARE OF THE SALFIS MASQUERADING AS HANAFIS. THEIR ‘ta’leemi’
PROGRAMMES ARE CUNNING STUNTS TO DEVIATE MUSLIMS FROM THE PATH OF
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THE AHLUS SUNNAH WHICH IS CONFINED TO THE FOLLOWERS OF THE FOUR
MATH-HABS –HANAFI, MAALIKI, SHAAFI AND HAMBALI.

THE WOMAN CONDUCTING THE ‘GHUSL AND KAFAN’ CLASS IS A TYPICAL EXAMPLE
OF A SALAFI MASQUERADOR – A DISHONEST FRAUD OUT TO LURE AND ENTRAP
UNWARY MUSLIMS INTO THE TENTACLES OF SALAFI DEVIATION.

13 Zul Qadah 1436 (29 August 2015)
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